Dear Director Iancu:

We write concerning an alleged gender gap among patent practitioners. A paper by patent agent Mary T. Hannon contends that “[q]ualified women are unnecessarily excluded from membership in the ‘patent bar.’”\(^1\) If true, this is concerning in its own right, as well as for its potential impact on innovation in this country. We know you have made expanding diversity in the patent system a top priority of the United States Patent and Trademark Office (“USPTO”). We therefore hope you will look into this allegation and address it accordingly.

In today’s increasingly competitive global economy, we must leverage the creativity and talents of all Americans—including women, minorities, and people from low-income and other disadvantaged communities—to maintain the United States’ place as the world’s leading innovator. The patent system has long played a critical role in fostering American innovation. As you well know, the USPTO faces a significant gender gap among named inventors. According to a 2020 USPTO report, only 12.8% of named patent inventors are women.\(^2\) The USPTO has undertaken laudable efforts in recent years to recognize and start addressing this gender gap. These efforts are good first steps.

However, we fear that the USPTO’s efforts will be undercut by an apparent gender gap among patent practitioners. While recent data on the demographic make-up of the patent bar is not publicly available, studies from 2011\(^3\) and 2014\(^4\) suggest women made up as little as 18% of patent agents and patent attorneys with little growth over time. Unless there has been a significant increase in the number of women admitted to the patent bar in the ensuing years,


female membership lags far behind the share of women earning degrees in either science, technology, engineering, or math (“STEM”) fields (~36%) or the law (~50%).

Women inventors would likely benefit from having access to women patent practitioners. As Prof. Eric Goldman and Jess Miers explained in comments supporting the USPTO’s SUCCESS Act study:

[A]ccess to women patent prosecutors can increase women’s patenting activity in several ways. Women patent prosecutors can bring extra substantive expertise on goods and services catering to women customers. This expertise can help inventors recognize patentable inventions and better describe them in patent applications. Women patent prosecutors use their unique social networks to cultivate and support women inventors, and they make it easier for women inventors to “see” themselves in the patent system. Also, women patent prosecutors may develop more effective client relationships with women inventors than would develop with male patent prosecutors. That, in turn, can help women inventors feel comfortable seeking patent prosecution assistance and produce the evidence necessary to succeed with their patent applications.7

Failure to address this patent bar gender gap will stand as an obstacle to increasing the number of female inventors and unlocking the true innovative potential of our country.

The USPTO sets the requirements for patent practitioners and, as such, serves as a gatekeeper to the patent bar. To ensure a high level of patent quality, it requires that all candidates pass a six-hour, 100-question exam in order to practice before the USPTO. However, this exam is not open to all. It is reserved for those who possess certain “scientific” and “technical” qualifications.8 Currently, the USPTO allows college graduates with degrees in only thirty-two specific majors to automatically qualify to sit for the exam (so-called “Category A”). This list includes a wide array of majors in engineering and the physical sciences—degrees that disproportionately go to men.9 However, it excludes several other majors, such as mathematics, that are highly relevant to modern-day innovation and are earned by women at a rate much closer to their share of overall undergraduate degrees.10 The list also excludes students who major in industrial and fashion

---

9 Id. at 10-11.
design—fields highly relevant to design patents and for which women make up a majority of students.\textsuperscript{11}

Further, the USPTO’s Office of Enrollment and Discipline (“OED”)—which administers the patent bar exam and registers patent practitioners—extends automatic qualification only to those with \textit{undergraduate degrees} in the listed majors. It does not provide automatic qualification for those with \textit{master’s degrees} or even \textit{doctorate degrees} in the same subjects (unless they also have one of the enumerated undergraduate degrees). This is not only nonsensical—a master’s or doctorate degree connotes a more advanced command of the subject than does an undergraduate degree—it also disadvantages women. Data show that women earn master’s degrees in STEM fields at a higher rate than they earn undergraduate degrees in the same subjects.\textsuperscript{12}

While the above requirements have a particularly adverse impact on women seeking to join the patent bar, other seemingly arbitrary requirements exclude qualified women and their male counterparts. For example, the USPTO allows candidates with undergraduate degrees in computer science to automatically qualify for the patent bar only if the degree program is accredited by the Computer Science Accreditation Commission of the Computing Science Accreditation Board (“CSAB”) or the Computing Accreditation Commission of the Accreditation for Engineering and Technology (“ABET”).\textsuperscript{13} As Ms. Hannon points out, none of the computer science programs at Carnegie Mellon University, Stanford University, or the University of California-Berkley—three of the top-ranked computer science programs in the country—are accredited by CSAB or ABET.\textsuperscript{14}

In addition, OED denies automatic qualification to college graduates with technical degrees if the degree “is not listed EXACTLY as shown in the Category A list.”\textsuperscript{15} Under this policy, a student graduating from the University of Hawaii with a degree in “Biological Engineering” does not automatically qualify to sit for the patent bar, while a student graduating from another university with a degree in “Biomedical Engineering” does, despite similar requirements. As industry blends previously distinct fields to advance innovation, colleges and universities now offer specialized degrees to meet this demand (e.g., bioinformatics). That the USPTO would deny graduates from these programs automatic qualification to sit for the patent bar makes no sense.

We recognize that candidates who do not automatically qualify for the patent bar can qualify by making additional showings—for example, by meeting certain credit-hour or practical experience requirements (i.e., Categories B and C).\textsuperscript{16} However, this requires the collection of additional documentation, such as old course descriptions, and potentially additional coursework. This additional work provides a disincentive for otherwise qualified candidates to apply for the patent bar.
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We appreciate your leadership in working to close the patent gender gap and look forward to continuing to work with you to ensure the patent system is available to all. As part of that work, we encourage the USPTO to reevaluate its criteria for qualifying to sit for the patent bar exam to ensure the patent bar is accessible to all qualified candidates. We are confident this can be done in a fair and straightforward manner without jeopardizing patent quality.

We also request detailed responses to the below questions by January 15, 2021.

1. What percentage of registered patent practitioners are women? To the extent the USPTO does not currently have this data, do you commit to collecting it?

2. Has the USPTO performed or is the USPTO aware of any studies regarding the impact of its criteria for admission to the patent bar on the diversity of patent practitioners?

3. When did the USPTO last evaluate its criteria for admission to the patent bar? Please provide the USPTO’s reasons for either changing or maintaining the admission criteria at that time, including any proposed changes considered and objective arguments or data considered.

4. Over the past 5 years, has the USPTO received requests to change the criteria for admission to the patent bar? If so, describe each request and the USPTO’s response to the request, including the USPTO’s reasons for its response.

5. How many individuals have qualified to take the patent bar over the past 5 years? Please indicate the number of individuals, by gender, who qualified under each of Categories A, B, and C. And, for those individuals qualifying under Categories B and C, please provide a list of their undergraduate and graduate degrees.

6. How many individuals, broken down by gender, have requested to take the patent bar exam who did not qualify under Categories A, B, or C? Of those, how many individuals, broken down by gender, did the USPTO permit to take the patent bar exam? Please provide separate lists of the undergraduate and graduate degrees for those who were permitted to take the patent bar exam and those who were not, respectively.

We appreciate your attention to this matter. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.

Sincerely,

Mazie K. Hirono
United States Senator

Thom Tillis
United States Senator

Christopher A. Coons
United States Senator